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APPLICATIONS AND EXPEFUENCES OF COMPUTER-BASED 
SPEECH TRAINING* 

Abstract 

A microcomputer-based aid for speech training has been introduced on a trial 
basis in the Swedish schools for the deaf. The prototype has been used for 
some years to evaluate its applicability in the speech clinic of a bilingual 
school for prelingually deaf children. Results are reported from two training 
experiments and some general cornments are given on this new type of visual 
technical aids. 

INTRODUCTION 
A new teaching situation has evolved in Swedish schools for the deaf. Sign-language is now 
the first language and Swedish is the second language and will mainly be learnt in its written 
fonn and by the aid of sign-language. Speech is only practised in the speech-clinic, about 20- 
40 nlinutes a week. To develop an intelligible speech on these conditions, efficient and indi- 
viclualized speech training methods have to be created. These must be based on written 
Sweclisli and the use of sign-language for instruction and explanation. 

Imitation and self correction are important factors in speech learning. When a child does 
not have any resiciual hearing, other senses must replace the auditory feed-back that hearing 
chilclren use wlieri they learn to speak. The deaf child can establish ari orosensory-motor con- 
trol of his speech rnovelnents through visual or tactile feed-back. Technical aids used in 
speech training can assist the teacher and help the child to follow three very important steps in 
speech learning: irtsn.uctior1, training, ur~d gerzeralizatiorl. 

In speech training it is important to make the child aware of important dimensions of 
speech imd distinctive contrasts between similar speech sounds. Distinctive features like, for 
example, voiced/voiceless are invisible to the child through speech-reading and consequently 
difficult to produce correctly. Many training aids have been developed where speech elements 
are shown as visual signals (Risberg, 1968). Computer-based speech training has capabilities 
to offer the chilclren immediate and meaningful visual feed-back of distinctive contrasts and 
niigllt tilake i t  easier for the therapist to instruct and explahi what is wrong and what is correct 
ancl through motivational and frequent training establish a correct pronunciation. 

The rrhii of this study was to get general experience from computer-hasecl speech training 
and evaluate its efficiency. Two experiments were made with eight weeks of systeniatic 
traini~ig of two children with difficulties to produce sorile phot~ological conttasts in Sw>eclish. 

Subjects 

Two children were trained systelnatically with a microcomputer-based aid. One cliilcl (child 1) 
had difficulties in producing contrasts between phonologically long and short vowels, which is 
an important contrast in Swedish. It is realized as a difference in duration and for some pairs 
also with a difference in vowel quality. Furthermore, the following consonant has opposite 

*This is a revised version of a paper presented at the European Conference on Speecll Com~nunicalion 
and Technology, Paris, September 1989. 
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quantity, i.e., long vowels are followed by short consonants and vice versa. The other child 
(child 11) liad difficulties to produce a distinction between voiced and voiceless velar stops. 

Child I was 15 years old and attended the 8th grade of a school for the deaf in Stockholm. 
He had sonie resitlual hearing in the low frequencies. Child I1 was 13 years old and attended 
the 7th grade of the sane school. Her hearing tllreshold was within the region of vibration. 
Both chiltlten were prelingually deaf. 

Training procedure 
The microcomputer-based aid used in this study was the IBM "Speechviewer" ( ~ s t e r ,  1988). 
The systenl is made up of 12 modules for three areas of use: displays for basic awareness of 
selectecl dimensions of speech, such as pitch, loudness, timing and the presence or absence of 
voicing, skill-building voice-controlled games and exercises for pitch, thnitlg and vowel pro- 
duction and speech patterning with graphical presentation of the speech signal for analysis and 
training of refined articulation and prosody. 

In this study the  nodule "Pitch and Loudness" of the speech patterning displays was used 
for the training. It is a graphical presentation of the speech signal where the voiced/voiceless 
contrast is clearly indicated by different colours. Voiced sounds are red and voiceless sounds 
are green. Discrimination between long and short vowels is visible through the differences in 
duration of the red colour that indicates voiced vowels. It was easy to explain to the children 
what was tlevia~t II their production by co~nparing their speech with the speech of the thera- 
pist on a split screen display. 

The children were trained about ten minutes each, two times a week during eight weeks. 
The therapist and the child worked systematically with the word-pairs of material A, which is 
described below in "Training materials". 

Training materials 
The children's speech was video recorded before and after the comnputer-training. The speech 
material of each child was identical at both recordings and was made up of tninjlnal word 
pairs. The phonological contrast that differentiated the word pairs in the rnaterial of child I 
was vowel-length. The speech material of child I1 was made up of word pairs which contained 
the distinction between voiced and voiceless velar stops. The recorded rnaterial was composed 
of two parts (A+B). Material A contained the word pairs which were used in the training ses- 
sions. Material B was made up of word pairs which contained the sane contrasts but was not 
used in the training sessions. The intention was to investigate the generalization effects on un- 
trained words by assessing the production of phonological contrasts in tilaterial B before and 
after training. At the recording each word was presented in written form on separate cards. 
Short sentences hi which the target words were included were also recorded to study the 
pronunciatio~l of the words in isolation compared to the pronunciation of the words in running 
speech. 

ANA1,Y SES 
Narrow phonetic transcriptions were made of the video recorcling~ using the qyrnholq of the 
Inte~~lationail Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). For this application we felt a need f o ~  adtlitional tlia- 
critical marks. Some of those which Bush, Edwards, Luckau, Stoel, Macken. Rr Petersen 
(1973) arid Roug, Lanclberg, & Lundberg (1987) have developetl for the transcription of bah- 
bling atit1 phonetic developlnent in early infancy were used. Spectrograns were also made to 
objectively c o n f i  the perceptual results. A Kay Elernetrics Sonagraph, model 5500 was 
used. 
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RESUL'SS 

Training of longlshort vowels (child I) 
Fig. I shows the vowel transcriptions made of the video recorded speech of child I before and 
after training of long and short vowels. The symbol /:/ is used to indicate that the preceding 
phoneme is long. The transcriptions are made on both isolated words and words in sentences. 
The figu~e shows aU the variants ~ J I  quality and quantity that the child produced at the two 
recorclings. The target vowels are given by their conventional orthographic representation. For- 
ci' and ii, there exist two open allophones in Swedish, which are used before i-. 

Fig. I .  Ylior~c~trc~ urlalvsis c,f lor18 ntid short r'o~lels De/or (> urltl ufic~r. rr urrlrrl~. 11 

= r~rrnib(~r- c?f'obst.rvurions ir t  eac.11 reading (c-lrild I )  

It is obvious that the child did not control the vowel quality in some of the cases, e.g., o, y, 
and 11, but it was not the intention to train the vowel quality in this study. However, in the case 
of short 11, the pronunciation hnproved after the durational training and in some other cases, 
the proriunciatioli became more stable, as for d and u. 
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with aspiration or in some cases with unspecified friction, while g always was omitted. After 
training, it  is obvious that she learnt the voicing contrast between velar stops in final as well as 
in medial positions. The IPA-symbol [g] was preferred to represent the child's pronunciation 
of k instead of the symbol E l .  The reason for this was owing to the fact that the expiration 
pressure was perceived as too low to be a correct production of k. 

Fig.  3. Phonetic analysis of velar stops in medial and .final positiorz bef>re 
and after training (child II) .  

Media l  '" 
1 9 1  

Final 

/k /  

In Figs. 4 and 5, spectrograms of the child's utterances before and after training of the word 
pairs ittake-rrzage (husband-stomach), representing medial positions, and tack-tagg (thanks- 
thorn), representing final positions, are shown. The spectrograms confirm the perceptual eval- 
uatiorl that the child hnproved the contrast of voicing with the help of the computer training. 
Before trahihig, k and g are both produced without voicing hi medial position. In final posi- 
tion, g is o~iiitted. After the training, g is pronounced as a voiced velar stop in both medial and 
final positions. This child also produced the differences in voicing between velar stops when 
she read the words in isolation as well as when she read the words in running speech. As for 
child I, the improvements found in material A after training were also found in material B, 
which indicates a carry-over effect. 

DISCUSSION 
The work with the Speechviewer shows that computer-aided speech training may well be 
used as a valuable expansion of traditional speech training of prelingually deaf children, as it 
offers the chiltken mi immediate, meaningful, and motivational feetl-back of distinctive con- 
trasts. By meatis of the speech patterning tnodule, it  is easy to show ;~ncl instruct the cliild 
about the different clistinctive features. which underlie pliotlological contrusts ill l:lngr~age. 
Training with minimal word pairs, which only diffe~ with respect to one opposition. hils shown 
to be an appropriate and efficient training strategy. 

A very hnpot-tant observation is the difference in feed-back providecl with cotnputer-based 
speech trahihig compared to traditional speech training. There are different types of feed-back 
to benefit from in order to replace the auditory feed-back in speech training. In traditional 
speech trailing, the feed-back is given to the child by the therapist after the production and 
hence, the feed-back process is subjective, delayed, and verbal. In computer-based speech 
training the child gets an objective, immediate, and nonverbal feed-back. This type of feed- 
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( k H z !  

back is more efficient and tnakes the information clear and meaningful to the child a ~ ~ d  hence 
also tnakes the training motivating. 
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Fig. 4.  Spccti.ogi.anzs of tlze word-pair magelmake before and after. trairzirtg (child II). 



Another very important advantage with computer-based speech training is that it gives an 
objective evaluatio~l of the child's speech. The speech therapist has a difficult role to encour- 
age and li~otivate the child at the sane t h e  as shelhe must criticize and evaluate the child's 
attempts. The "SpeecllViewer" and other visual speech training aids give the therapist ant1 the 
child better possibilities to cooperate. 
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Fig. 5 .  Spect1-ogranzs of the word-pair tackltagg before artd afrer trailtirig (child 11). 
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The system also gives the speech therapist increased flexibility in training since the task 
levels and performance criteria offer Inany choices. Much of traditional training is combined 
in one piece of equipment, built to display only one or a few speech parameters or features 
which make the selection of the most suitable training easy. Furthermore, efforts and im- 
provements in training can easily be registered and documented since the infonnation on the 
screen cat1 be printed out. 

There are, however, some possible drawbacks with computer-based speech training that are 
worth consideration. The costs of the systems are high and in some respects, a new teaching 
technique must be developed. Tllere is always a risk that the training will be adjusted to the 
technical aid and not to the child's needs. 

CONCLUSION 
Ilnprovetnents in producing durational contrasts between long and short vowels and voicing 
contrasts between velar stops in medial and final word positions were found after some train- 
ing with a computer-based aid. One explanation of the positive training result is the very in- 
structive and pedagogical effect that such systems can provide in the form of a direct, rnean- 
ulgful, motivational, and visible feed-back. If a technical aid gets a child to understand what is 
wrong and what is correct in his production, it will be a powerful tool hl the speech clinic. 
Computer-based speech training has shown to be useful and it is very likely that speech train- 
ing methods in a bilingual school for the deaf ought to be based on this technique. It is a good 
comylelnent in the speech training situation but must be used with restriction and in modera- 
t ion. 
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